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Da Zi Bao Issue 6 #1 
National Teleconferences on
the Earth Summit
Join tens of thousands of concerned
individuals like yourself during the live
broadcasts of the National
Teleconferences on the Earth Summit,
(Sundays) March 1, April 26 and June 7.
Live commentary by international +
national experts and activists on
UNCED related issues, accompanied by
exciting videos. Contact: Victor Arango:
(319) 337 7290; Chris Darling: (202)
797 5444; Frank Melli: (718) 478 8021
#1, Victor Arango, Iowa United Nations
Association/The Human Condition

Video of National
Teleconferences
Video tapes of all National
Teleconferences on the Earth Summit
available from: Victor Arango,
UNA-USA, 20 E. Market St, Iowa City,
IA 52245, (319) 337 7290 - Cost $20,
includes shipping/handling.
#2, Victor Arango, Iowa United Nations
Association/The Human Condition

Media Show at UNCED
Environmental services group, Boulder
is producing a media show for the
closing ceremonies of Global Forum in
RIO at UNCED events. Everyone
interested in networking please contact
Karin Digiacomo, via message center
#3, Karin Digiacomo, 

Who We Are
We were three creatures, three different
generations, three backgrounds: native
american, white, mestizo, south
american, Three with one reality: the
presence of the spirit that transcends all
borders of the mind, spirit, emotion,
age, geography. Thanks Global Heart
for facilitating this cross-human
unification of selves.
#4, Victor Arango, Iowa United Nations
Association/The Human Condition

Bioregional Ecological
Economics
Possibly everything we need to know
and do about making the deep structural
changes necessary to restore and
maintain the web of life at home and all
over the Earth may be encoded in these
words: Bioregional Ecological
Economics
#5, David Haenke, Ecological Society
Project Foundation

Earth Summit Times
For the five weeks of the UNCED
PrepCom in New York, the Earth
Summit Times will be published daily.
$20 will get you a mail order
subscription. Fill out a form at Da Zi
Bao desk.
#6, Robert Pollard, International
Synergy Institute

Agenda 21 on Disk
Get the entire text of Agenda 21 - the
700 page document for UNCED that
will be negotiated during the New York
PrepCom on a single 3.5 disk. $5 00
from the Da Zi Bao desk. Wordperfect
5.1 format.
#7, Robert Pollard, International
Synergy Institute

Living Our Dreams
This is history's most daring adventure.
It will be nourished most by open
hearted vision. It will be expanded
furthest by theme of forgiveness. It's
greatest strength will come by
unleashing the talents of all people. One
small step on one person's part can
create transforming changes on Earth if
we do it together, we are the generation
to make this dream of humanity our
daily practice, our enduring triumph.
#8, Rennie Davis, Campaign for the
Earth

Sharing with the Whole
Group
Share your project, your vision, your
dream with the other people through
Da Zi Bao. It is a way to share with the
whole group what we shared in our
three-person groups.
#9, Robert Pollard, International
Synergy Institute

Reducing Meat Consumption
The single act of reducing meat
consumption in our diets can have a
huge impact on improving every
environmental crisis on the planet,
including global warming topsoil loss,
pesticides poisoning the food chain.
Huge factory farms squander our
precious resources, and the standard
American meat-based diet is
unsustainable. Reconnect to the web of
life and save our water, trees, soil for
the children of the future.
#10, Judi Amber Lloyd, Earth Save Los
Angeles

The Solar Ecology Village
and End to War
I am Mareba (Beloved of the Mother)
knowing that I'm here to be a spokes
woman for the Mother-Way in this
Earth Walk. I am devoted to the creation
of a multi cultural coalition of
eco-activists to help make Boston an
environmentally sound city, and to build
a solar ecology peace village in
Massachusetts, with a new high school.
We will make an inspiring (musical)
movie of what is possible for the
American people.
#11, Mareba JOS, Boston Earth Day -
Earth Decade

Permaculture/Sustainable
Culture
I'm interested in meeting folks who want
to create and exchange around the topics
of interpersonal change, sex, healing. So
much of what we humans do to other
life has to do with what we repress in
ourselves. We cannot respect "nature"
without respect for our "nature".
#12, Patricia Du Bosse, Earth Harmony
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Agenda 21 on Hypercard
The entire text of Agenda 21 has been
put into a Hypercard format for
Macintosh computers, to allow
powerful, rapid search through the 700
page text. For a demonstration, and to
find out how to get a copy, visit the Da
Zi Bao desk.
#13, Robert Pollard, Internation
Synergy Institute

The time has come
Pollution is only a symptom of the
unbalanced inner spirit of the human
race. We must first resonate together in
spirit, through music and our children.
The time has come for a global
pow-wow, heal the spirit, and the
pollution will disappear.
#14, Franko Richmond, Earth Emerge
+ See

Permaculture Education
I am willing to give the information of
this model for sustainable, creative,
ethical living to anyone interested. I
have a new video here with me, called
Global Gardening.
#15, Patricia Du Bosse, Earth Harmony

Looking for a Laptop
Ecotropic, a Brazilian NGO needs
urgently a lap top. We cannot afford
buying one. We are looking for
someone or some organization that
could donate a new or used lap top to
Ecotropic. Please contact Denis Perrier
at Holiday Inn, room 600.
#16, Denis Perrier, Ecotropic

Recycling Paper in Brazil
Ecotropic a Brazilian NGO accredited
by UNCED PrepCom, is founding a
recycling paper division. Buying our
products, you are helping an NGO to be
self sustainable. If interested, contact
Denis Perrier at Magnanimous meeting
or in Brazil at 011 5521 232 3956, fax:
011 55 242 8939
#17, Denis Perrier, Ecotropic

Complimentary Treatment
Acupuncturist offers free demonstration
of light used for any type of pain,
headache, backache, toothache, tension
etc... Contact Pamela Golden, room 606
#18, Pamela Golden, Lightsource
International

Vibrational Healing
Association
Purpose: To network practitioners,
researchers and applicable products with
interested practitioners and laymen;
provide a clearing house for products
and information etc... - Benefits:
Bi-monthly newsletter-discounts
membership directory, speeches bureau,
events calendar, etc... - Membership
open to: color, light, sound, music,
homeopathics, flower essences,
acupuncture, gems, crystals, radionics,
hands on healers, massage therapists.
#19, Pamela Golden, Lightsource
International

Catalog of Native American
Products
Trade Wind - Fair trade with Native
America is a free catalog I would like
you to have.  We offer clothes, jewelry,
bags made by native people of the
Americas.  Exploitation free products,
reasonable prices, and support for native
self sufficiency.
#20, Edward Sierra, Trade Wind - Fair
Trade with Nature

Global Woman for the
Environment
Wanted - Audio tapes to play on the
radio in New York during March 1992
while it's still not too late. Wanted
mainly women's stories, messages,
projects.
#21, Patricia Du Bosse, Earth Harmony

Universal Truth
Our greatest fulfillment comes when we
recognize, utilize and share with others
each and everyone our blessings. For
your sake, for our sake, for the sake of
the Universe, please, cherish the
children and honor the elders.
#23, Kathlen Cybele Oweegon,
Santuario de los Ninos (Sanctuary of
the Children)

Coral Reef Awareness
I would like to share the reef relief
education plan and mooring buoy
system technology with all the countries
dependent on tourism which effects
their reef.  My personal message with
my work is to bring a spiritual
awareness of the ecology of the nursery
surrounding the reef.
#24, Vicky Impallomeni, 

Entertainment/Speakers
Needed
Attention all Earth People!  Wanted
Speakers and entertainment and
exhibitors on the environment to come
to Beautiful Vermont for the Vermont
Earth Festival April 24,25& 26 (Earth
Day Weekend).  For more information
on the over 100 exhibit spaces or
activities Please Call (802) 864-1722 or
(800) 346-6756 outside Vermont.
#27, Michael Brady, Vermont Earth
Festival

Earth Summit Update
The Environment and Energy Study
Institute (EESI) publishes the Earth
Summit Update, a guide to UNCED-
related Congressional news and
legislation.  To subscribe, contact EESI,
122 C St, NW, Suite 700, Washington
DC 20002, or call 202 628-1400.  The
Earth Summit Update is also available
of the en.unced.news conference on
EcoNet.
#30, Robert Pollard, International
Synergy Institute
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Flyer
Earth Summit flyer to be developed and
printed before we leave Global Heart
Conference. - For: Networking to any
citizen to relate, to create awareness of
the Earth Summit.
#22, Lorna Spring, Spiritual Unity of
Nations

Women's Petition; Earth
Summit Meditation
Created petition from women
representing nurturers of the earth
urging Bush to both turn his focus to
environmental issues and to attend Earth
Summit, not as politician but as Father
to the Earth.  Weekly meditation
focused on success at Earth Summit. 
Invite others to join us, where they are,
at 12.00 EST Sundays.
#25, Bonita Phillips, Empowerment for
Planetary Citizens

Japanese NGO Directory
First English language directory of
Japanese citizen's group to be available
this spring from Honnoki USA, 300
Broadway suite 39, SF CA 94133,
(415)392 3151.  Includes short history
of citizen's movement and description of
socio-political environment in Japan,
profiles and quotes of 45 citizen leaders,
and "green pages" supplement a mini
directory of over 500 groups.
#26, Hitomi Maeda, Honnoki USA

Projects/Events in support
of Earth Summit
GTC: We have a long distance service
which will flow funds to be shared in
coalition with others.
TCC: 1.  Will have a Global Heart tent
at the Global Forum.
2.  May do 1 day event in 3 places in
Rio with a follow up work/action day in
that area.
#28, Srilaa, Terra Christa
Communications/Global Terra
Communications

Prep Com IV New York
I will be in New York for Prep Com IV
and would like to know others who plan
to be there.
#29, Elisabet Spens, Vattumamen

Life and Responsibility
The concept that we are one with all of
life's Myriad forms that we are
interdependent with all life species and
that we uniquely, of all the evolved
animals thus far, are responsible.
Responsible not to subdue and have
dominion over all living things that
share this earth should not be
responsible for our loss of innocence.
#31, Glen Gaskins, Innovative
Recycling Services

Global Heart Tent at Global
Forum 92
If you or your group are planning an
event at the Global Forum 92 (in
Flamingo Park) please let us know.
#32, Patrick McNamara, Networking
Group

Global Heart Tent at Global
Forum 92
We will have a tent at Global tent at
Global Forum 92 (Flamingo Park) for
networking, sharing, coalition building,
action planning and just to be.  We
would like to conduct a process similar
to what we're doing here this weekend. 
Please contact me with input and offers
to help.
#33, Patrick McNamara, Networking
Group

Didjeridoo Tapes
I have a limited number of tapes and
C.D.'s of my Didjeridoo music
available. Tape $14 - C.D.'s $19 if any
one would like one, contact Craig
Gibsone.
#35, Craig Gibsone, Findhorn
Foundation

Peace Run: Russia-Tibet
The Project "Sacred Run" of the Center
for Citizen Initiatives starts on second
decade (sic) of June 1992, and involves
multinational team.  It will be
celebration of unity of humans and
nature, reviving ancient sacred
traditions, bridging cultures.  Run
begins in St. Petersburg and ends in
Lhasa.  Cultural program is being
prepared.  Looking for sponsorhip and
participation in any way.  #52, Valentin
Yemelin, Center for Citizen Initiatives

Sustainable Communities
How do we regenerate this threatened
planet and our local communities? What
are some practical strategies for
celebrating quality affordable homes
and rewarding livelihoods in the spirit
and convert my ecological awareness
and concern into daily meaning action?
It is time to answer these questions
together and begin building ecological
urban villages and sustainable rural
communities.  CEED is ready to link up,
cooperate, co-create with Terra Christa
campaign for the Earth. Do it together. 
We need your help, ideas commitment
and cooperation.
#34, David Mulligan, C.E.E.D

OMAME
"OMAME" is the whole word artist.
Omame is the creator of everything that
exists.  He created himself first and
invented the forests, the heavens, the
water, the colours and with the colours
he painted Nature.  He is the One who
discovered the first woman -

Thaweyomaa - a mermaid, daughter of
the big snake, that lives in the sea. With
the mermaid he created all the Indians
and all the whites of the world. And
then he created all the seeds and good
things for the people of Earth.  The
whites have forgotten about OMAME. 
They just recognise their God who has
created the sin and the devil. The whites
must remember OMAME.  And as
OMAME is also an artist, because He
has invented dance, music, painting, you
(the artist) should help the whites to
remember him, by using his name and
explaining what does it represent.
#37, May East, GAIA
Foundation/OMAME Project
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Sacred Space and Ceremony
Planning
I found the meditation on Friday
morning disturbing.  It was too long, too
fast, and I left preached at while I was in
my own sacred space.  The words were
very good, but the presentation was
depressive for me.
#38, Howard Wood, Findhorn
Foundation

Leveraging for Greatest
Impact
I work with people in organizations to
change those organizations. I facilitate
the process of dismantling or allowing
weak or non-functioning structures.
Human systems design based on organic
principles.  I emphasize the discovery of
strategic leverage points within the
system which when used correctly can
release much energy which eases the
change into being.  let me know how I
can help with the Earth Summit.
#39, Catherine Cleary, New Era
Systems

Networking
I would like to do some speaking on
behalf of Earth Summit.  Anyone who
has information, suggestions about
doing this, please contact me.
#40, Catherine Cleary, New Era
Systems

Household Ecoteam
Program
A 6 months program to put your
household, community or workplace
into environmental balance.  Have fun
with 8-12 friends, family, neighbors,
coworkers in your ECO team as you
make concrete step-by-step changes in
your lifestyle.  See Christina or buy
book near registration table.  Special
price $10.
#41, Christina Richmond, Global Action
Plan

Who is Who
Who is Who in service to Earth will
publish it's second edition in fall. If you
have a project to be included, contact
us.
#42, Hans Keller, Visionlink Education

Time for a Change
Written for the US Citizen's Network by
Hal Kane, with Linda Starke, "Time For
A Change" is an excellent book for an
overview of UNCED, perspectives on
some key issues, and opportunities to
participate. Order from U.S. Citizen's
Network, or Island Press
#43, Robert Pollard, International
Synergy Institute

Amazon Forest
Friends of the Amazon Forest would be
glad to hear from anyone who is
interested in the Amazon Rain Forest
and our programs there. In particular,
we would like to make contact with
people who can assist in a high tech
computer project for Rain Forest
management, with a hook-up to satellite
information.
#44, Rex Beynon, Friends of the
Amazon Forest

Earth Flag
The flag of Mother Earth needs be
flown above (at highest point) all nation
flags at UN.  Flag to be World Children
Project.  Each country represented by
simple Patchwork Design; this image is
the most sacred.
#45, Ann Quinlan, Spiral Promotions

Global Eternal Flame United
Nations
Street Children of Rio ignite the flame. 
Carry the "Global Flame of Love" to
New York to burn forever at that site. 
Ceremony at UN to rekindle the flame
to include nations of all flags flying
aloft.
#46, Roz Parkman, Spiral Promotions

Thank You
Heart-felt thanks to Terra Christa team! 
Heart-felt thanks also for all of you who
have come and shared your being, your
vision, your ideas and your smiles. 
Happy soaring.
#47, Karin Digiacomo, 

Stress Relief
From Jin Shu Jyutsu Energy Balancing. 
For insomnia, or physical or mental
stress, hold each of your fingers for a
few minutes, one at a time - starting
with the thumb.  If you feel a strong
energy pulse, you can go on to the next
finger.  First do one hand, then the
other.
#48, Amy Elizabeth La Salle, Earth
Day, Colorado River

Ecoville in Russia
We are looking for the support in ideas,
experience, technologies and funding
for the ecologically oriented,
sustainable, spiritual international
(residential and guest) community in
suburban area of St Petersburg
(Leningrad).  You are welcome to share
with Valentin Yemelin, St. Petersburg.
812-310-9186 (home)  812-721-0469
(office)
#49, Valentin Yemelin, Center for
Citizen Initiatives

Seeing the Rainbow of the
New World
A mighty message is coming forth from
the rainbow.  It is fulfilling the promise
of spiritual and scientific unity on earth. 
The miracle of a rainbow equation holds
tremendous transformative properties. 
Your love and support is desired.
#50, David Christy, Touching Rainbows
Intercooperative

Beyond "Beyond War"
Did you know? Beyond War has
changed its name! This wonderful group
is now named "Foundation for Global
Community" located at 222 High St.,
Palo Alto, California 94301 (415) 328
7756. Their newsletter is called
"Timeline".
#51, Ann Quinlan, Spiral Promotions


